
Internet Marketing Services Introduces a Series of Games for Girls to Their New 

Gaming Website   

 

Tons of absorbing games for girls has just been added to E-Arcades, a recently launched 

gaming website from Internet Marketing Services.  The company is a familiar name in 

the online marketing industry and has ventured into the arena of gaming with this website 

not so long ago. The new games just added to this website include a number of dress-up 

and other games created specifically for girls. 

 

Internet Marketing Services' recently launched gaming website E-Arcades have just been 

improved with the addition of a number of exciting games for girls. Internet Market 

Services is a well known online marketing company owned by internet marketing guru 

Michael Bashi. One may recall that the company has just started diversifying into other 

fields with the launch of their gaming website E-Arcades.  With the addition of these new 

games, the website is well on the way to become a comprehensive gaming platform 

offering all types games for the gaming fanatics. Apart from games specifically designed 

for girls, E-Arcades have a huge of stock of games in categories like action, adventure, 

casino, board games, strategy, sports, puzzles, and much more.  

 

With the ever increasing popularity of online games, all websites now have a special 

category of games for girls. The free girl's games now available in E-Arcades include 

plenty of popular dress-up games like Bright Dawn, Impressive Girl Makeup, Happy 

When Loving You, Dress up Challenge, and many more. Other interesting games created 

for girls include Pizza Cooking for Girls, Cooking Choco Cake, Punk Girl Jigsaw, etc. 

All these free to play online games are characterized by beautiful graphics and exciting 

sound effects.  

  

The inclusion of these new games has been welcomed by girls who love playing online 

games. Melissa, an avid gamer from Ohio has appreciated E-Arcades for adding these 

new set of games for girls to their website.  She states, "It's great to come across a 

gaming website with such excellent stock of games created especially for girls. I have 

already played many of them and look forward to playing the rest very soon". Talking 

about his future plans for E-Arcades, the website owner Michael Bashi says, "The 

popularity of online games has increased a great deal amongst the girls in the last few 

years. The addition of the new set of girl's games is just an effort to build a 

comprehensive gaming website".  

 

About the Company: Internet Marketing Services is a noted online marketing company 

that has just entered the gaming arena with their gaming website E-Arcades. A set of new 

games has just been added to the website for the gaming pleasure of the girls who love 

online games.. 
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Contact:  

 

E-Arcades 

Windsor, Ontario 

Zip Code: N9E 1S3 

Website:http://www.earcades.com/ 

Email: support@earcades.com 
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